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1. Purpose of  this investigation and Evaluation items 

The purpose of  this investigation is to understand the certain of  degradation  factor by  using the 
long-tem exposure modules.  In order to identify the degradation factor, we attempt technologies, 
which were IV characteristic measurement, Visual inspection, EL images  and cell cross-section 
analysis.  We utilized four types of crystal  silicon modules, which were  exposed in Miyako for 20 
and 30 years. Its weather is a hot and humid sub-tropical maritime climate. Photovoltaic modules 
installation site is shown in figure 1.

36 Test modules were 
removed from this array

Fig 1. Miyakojima PV installation  site.

2.Test modules and these characteristics
A,B,C,D four models c-si modules were investigated. 
We removed six modules of each type (Total 36 modules) 
from the site. Module characteristics are following.     

1)  A was manufactured in 1984 and B was in1985. 
these were exposed outdoor for more than 30 years. 

2)  C and D were manufactured in 1993 which were  
exposed for  more than 20 years.

3) These modules structure are same and 
it is Glass / EVA / Si  / EVA / Ted / Al / Ted.



Figure 2. Photos of  A,B,C and D model modules installed  in Miyako

Model Type Manufacturing
period

Module dimension
（ｍｍ）

Rated output
（Ｗ）

Structure

A p-C Si January1984 1216×447×50 52.8W

Glass/EVA/Si cell/
EVA/Ted/Al/Ted

B m-C Si 1985 1216×390×35 57.6W

C p-C Si December1993 1198×448×36 62.7W

D m-C Si Novenber1993 1200×480×35 70.0W

Table.1 Exposed modules for Investigation



3. Results and Discussion

（1) Visual inspection 
The module appearance and EL-image of A,B,C and D models are shown in figuar.2 

Figure .2. The appearance and EL image of modules of A, B, C and D models
1) Result of appearance of  A and B modules 
① Disconnections of and inner-lead wiring and junction-box  dropout were observed. 
② Peeling  and yellowing of the back-sheet, yellowing of cell portion were remarkable 

2) Result of appearance of  C and D modules 
There was no significant abnormal appearance.

(2) IV characteristic and EL images
The  retention of the IV parameters for the manufacturer rated values are given in Table 2. The 

appearance photos and EL images are shown in Figure 2.



1) Result of A modules 
① Some cable disconnections are located in the junction-box. and  wiring disconnections between 

cells were observed.  
② The Dark area of  EL image was observed on the cell.
③ The IV characteristics of 1/6 modules could not be measured.
④ FF retention of 5/6 measurable modules is from 78 to103 %.
⑤After repair the disconnection  module, It’s retention value restored to 97%.（Table.3,Figuar.3)

From above results, it was considered as follows.
(A) The main cause of the IV characteristics degradation is caused by the disconnection of  cell 

wiring or cable in the junction-box.
(B) Other causes might decrease the FF retention from EL images. 

2) Result  of B modules 
① Some cable disconnections are located in the junction-box. and  wiring  

disconnections between cells were observed.  
② The Dark area of  EL image was hardly observed on the cell.
③ The IV characteristics of 2/6 modules could not be measured.
④ FF retention of 4/6 measurable modules is from 96 to 99 %.
⑤After repair the disconnection  modules, these retention value restored to 97%. Table.3,Figuar.3)

From above results , it was considered as follows.
(A) The main cause of the IV characteristics degradation is caused by  the disconnection of  cell 

wiring or cable in the junction-box.



Model IV
Parameter

Manufacturer 
display value

Sample number and Retention rate of IV value 
after exposure to the manufacturer indicated value

A

K-158 K-168 K-183 K-191 K-194 K-195
Isc [A] 2.9 

Unmeasurable

0.33 0.81 0.75 0.78 0.83
Voc [V] 25.1 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00

Pmax [W] 52.0 0.28 0.76 0.58 0.80 0.81
FF [%] 71.4 0.83 0.94 0.78 1.03 0.98

Remark
Peeling of BS  

around 
the J-box 

Peeling of BS  
around 

the J-box 

Peeling of 
BS  around 
the J-box 

B

S-144 S-153 S-171 S-172 S-177 S-185
Isc [A] 2.8 

Unmeasurable

0.72 0.73 0.72

Unmeasurable

0.74
Voc [V] 27.3 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.99

Pmax [W] 57.6 0.69 0.71 0.69 0.70
FF [%] 75.6 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.96

Remark
J-box drop 

out,
Peeling of  BS

Peeling of  
BS

Out of cable,
Peeling of  BS Peeling of  BS

Wiring off in 
the J-box,

Peeling of  BS
Peeling of  

BS

Table.2 The IV characteristic value after exposure (A,B Model)

Unmeasurable reason of modules (A158, B144,B177) was founded to  be  cable breakages in the 
junction-box. The images of repaired wiring are shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. The IV characteristic 
retention rate that indicates the recovery shown in Table 3



Isc [A] Voc [V] Pmax [W] FF [%]
A158

It can not be IV measurement  by 
the disconnection

B144

B177

Table.3 The IV characteristic retention before and after repair

Figure.3 state after repair (Left: A158 center B144 right 177)

Isc [A] Voc [V] Pmax [W] FF [%]
A158 0.81 1.00 0.74 0.92

B144 0.74 0.97 0.69 0.97

B177 0.75 1.00 0.72 0.97
Repair Before After Repair



3) Result of C modules 
① The peeling of the back sheet is observed. 
② The Dark area of  EL image was is not observed on the cell.
③ FF retention of 4/6 measurable modules is from 91 to 99 %. (see Table.3 and Figure.3)

It is considered that degradation of modules were not occurred from their FF retention and EL images.
4 ) Result of D modules 
① The peeling of the back sheet is observed. 
② The Dark area of  EL image was is not observed on the cell.
③ FF retention of 4/6 measurable modules is from 91 to 99 %. (see Table.3 and Figure.3)

It is considered that degradation of modules were not occurred from their FF  retention and EL images.

Table.2 The IV characteristic value after exposure (C,D Model)

Model IV 
Parameter

Manufacturer 
display

Sample number and Retention rate of IV value 
after exposure to the manufacturer indicated value

C

K-3 K-9 K-35 K-49 K-57 K-59
Isc [A] 3.3 0.94 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.93
Voc [V] 26.0 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99

Pmax [W] 62.7 0.88 0.91 0.87 0.84 0.92 0.92
FF [%] 74.2 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.91 0.98 0.99

Remark

D

S-8 S-16 S-61 S-63 S-65 S-75
Isc [A] 4.6 0.84 0.86 0.87 0.85 0.82 0.86
Voc [V] 21.8 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99

Pmax [W] 70.0 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.82 0.74 0.82
FF [%] 70.6 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.91 0.97

Remark



(3)Cross-sectional observation and composition analysis
The metallograhy study was attempted to analysis cell cross-section structures and elements 

distribution. A model module was used. 
Its structure is  Glass/EVA/Si / Ag / Pb-Sn / Sn plating Cu/EVA/Ted/Al/Ted.  The cross section of 
A194 module was analyzed by metallograph, SEM and EDX.

As the result of cross-section analysis, it was considered as follows.
① The coarsening of the eutectic solder was observed. (see Figure 3)  
② Defects such as porosity, crack and intermetallic compound are not observed in the 

interface of layers (see Figure 4)
③ I could not find the significant defects that would cause degradation other than disconnection  

by cross-section analysis of  stacked layers.

From above results, it was considered as follows.
(a) It is necessary to analyze the cross-sections of finger electrode cross section(solder / Ag /Si) 
for  finding the degradation causes other than disconnection.

4. The subject of future investigation
In this reports, I could not identify the degradation factor other than disconnection of  wiring and  

inner conducting wire . For this reason, I think that it is necessary to analyze the cell-cross section . 
In particular, the observation and chemical analysis of  interfaces of  solder / Ag electrode / Si  

semi-conductor layers should be carried out  to identify the degradation cause. 
In order to obtain the analysis modules, I am planning to make samples using A,B,C and D 

modules which were deteriorated by expanding and extending tests.



Fig.3 The cross-section of A194 module .



Fig.4 A194 G1 Cross-section and Distribution of each element


